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Abstract
Little Shadows is a performative, audio-visual installation. It proposes a new and
playful interactive language that can be learned through intuitive mappings
between the movement of hand gesture shadows and how they behave, in
relation to shape, color and sonic output, in a collaborative space of
expression. The shadow-based instrument focuses on how intentionality –
learned-actions and decision-making – ultimately guide users through the
interactive system. The main goal is for participants to discover and learn the
audio-visual language mapped within the system through the joint effort of
communicating and recognizing emergent patterns as shadow gestures are
created over time.
Many hand gestures, specifically hand signals, carry multiple interpretations,
depending on the cultural and social context. But my focus revolves around the
idea of hand gestures as a tool for expression and the ways in which it can shape
and actually derive new forms of non-verbal dialogue between users. My
essential design question revolves around the idea of how can the audio-visual
system provide a visceral space where users can modify, learn and teach one
another alternative modes of meaning through the use of hand gestures.
I see gestures as a vast and rich area that can be explored within an audio-visual
environment since the fluidity of gestures offers room for trialability,
experimentation and most importantly, expressiveness that can be shared
amongst people from various cultures. This performative interaction that I am
proposing and currently testing and building is an opportunity to create
something powerful and poetic - via a strong hybrid connection between
gestures, shape, color and sound - that can be exchanged and understood in a
seamless and clear demeanor. I’m not creating a game per say, but there is a
back and forth dialogue that will taking place between the users.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chapter 1 : Introduction (concept, design questions, context + impetus)
Concept:

Little Shadows is a performative, audio-visual installation. It proposes a new and playful
interactive language that can be learned through intuitive mappings between the movement of
hand gesture shadows and how they behave in relation to shape, color, and sonic output, in a
collaborative space of expression. The shadow-based instrument focuses on how intentionality,
learned-actions and decision-making ultimately guide users through the interactive system.

Context :
Little Shadows represents an area of design that is somewhat unique - It offers an experience
where users are provided a set of guidelines or rules that can be learned over time. This
alternative mode of communication is driven by non-verbal hand gestures, where certain
movements trigger certain audio-visual events, ultimately creating a dialogue and understanding
of how the interactive language operates.

Many hand gestures, specifically hand signals, carry multiple interpretations, depending on the
cultural and social context. But my focus revolves around the idea of hand gestures as tools for
expression and the ways in which it can shape and actually derive new forms of non-verbal
dialogue between users. I see gestures as a rich area that can be explored within an audio-visual
environment since the fluidity of hand gestures offer room for trialability, experimentation, and
most importantly, expressiveness that can be shared amongst people from various cultures.

With the amazing rate of technology, it’s easy to overlook and sometimes forget the powerful
nature of our hands as tools in themselves. Because we are consumed with devices, such as
smart phones, touch screen interfaces, etc., we have become accustomed to new ways to
operate these types of devices via our hands. But what if we were able to explore an interface
that uses many new technologies - blob tracking, computer vision, infrared lighting, MIDI digital
synthesis - but enables us to use our hands in a very natural, expressive and traditional way?
Expressiveness is important because we tend to forget how necessary hand gestures are in
relation to verbal speech and communication as a whole. Non-verbal gestures compliment the
act of speaking, but they are strong in themselves because they have the power and capability
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to form non-speaking dialogue, which can be used in several different ways, across several
different cultures.

This potential dialogue is strengthened immensely when coupled with play, most specifically
shadow theatre or puppetry. The mysterious and playful nature of shadows offers room for users
of pretty much any age to understand and enjoy the interaction involved in Little Shadows. The
inherent fascination around shadows becomes quite compelling when fused with the robust
nature of non-verbal hand gestures. Because I am centering this interaction around the idea of
collaborative communication within an audio-visual system, the area of play becomes crucial to
both the users and how the actual interaction can evolve.

Design Questions:

My essential design question revolves around the idea of an audio-visual system can provide a
visceral space where users can modify, learn, and teach one another alternative modes of
meaning through the use of hand gestures. Naturally, this investigation contains several
supporting subset questions that ultimately anchor the bigger picture of how this collaborative
space of expression can accurately exist in a gallery setting.

One important question involves shadow puppetry : How can I effectively use the inherit and
immersive narrative that surrounds shadow theatre and play? This subset question has become a
vital idea that’s centered around the interaction that I am currently creating. When this process
first started and only rough prototypes existed, the inherit narrative and play associated with
shadow theatre was very apparent. This seems to be one of the most powerful elements of my
thesis and I will continue to use it to my advantage.

Another subset question revolves around the balance between the provided rules and the
unpredictable nature that surrounds gestural behavior, specifically hand gestures : How can I
create a seamless system that maintains and coordinates balance between the integrated ruleset
and the flexible dexterity of hand gesture shadows? This question is probably the most
challenging part of my thesis because on the simplest level, it is very difficult to control what a
user will do, especially when he/she first approaches the project. If the initial behavior is
somewhat erratic or fast, it is imperative that each participant realizes that in order to discover
ways to generate sound and perform certain interactions, they must slow down and be mindful
of their actions.
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The remaining subset question relates in many ways to my essential design question : How will
the actual shadows of the gestures increase engagement for users, specifically through
generating clear patterns and indications of how the ruleset works through experience,
mindfulness, and intentionality? Introducing shadow gestures to users, or digital shadows, has
been a very nice compliment to the immersive play that’s incorporated with shadow theatre.
When I was first contemplating major decisions about the interaction earlier this semester, I was a
little hesitate to how I would project the shadows and whether or not I should use natural light.
After I performed rapid, paper-prototyping, I realized that digital shadows have the potential for
offering a stronger interaction, because on a general level, we tend to think of shadows on a
grey-scale. Also, because there is a game-like quality to my thesis, it seemed logical for
participants to identify their shadow by a distinct color.

Impetus: Why it Matters
The idea and personal drive behind Little Shadows comes from my strong interest in
communication, sound design and visual arts. Before attending Parsons, I studied both
journalism and fine arts. I am naturally attuned to semantics and creating visual work, but the
process of sound production has become more approachable due to the power and growth of
technology. Studying interactive design has been such an amazing force for both my ideas and
my pre-existing skills as a fine artist. Now that I have gained knowledge within certain
technological platforms, I have been able to unite many of my interests, resulting in more
effective modes of representing my ideas around communication, specifically within an audiovisual setting. Submerging these three domains - sound, visual arts and communication - has not
necessarily been an easy process, but the intention has always been centered around simplistic
and intuitive ways to represent each with mutual respect.

The main goal is for participants to discover and learn the audio-visual language mapped within
the system through the joint effort of communicating and recognizing patterns that will emerge
as shadow gestures are created over time. This performative interaction that I am proposing and
currently testing and building is an opportunity to create something powerful and poetic - via a
strong hybrid between gestures, shape, color, and sound - that can be exchanged and
understood in a seamless and clear demeanor. I’m not creating a game per se, but there is a back
and forth dialogue that will be taking place between the users.
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Chapter 2 : Domains
In the most general sense, my project revolves around patterns - visual patterns, sonic patterns,
gestural patterns - and how I can generate a meaningful and strong hybrid connection that
enhances the system and overall dynamics. I am demonstrating how a simple ruleset can be
used to create a playful system, where participants can learn over time how gestural input can
derive particular sonic and visual interactions.
DOMAIN MAP :
Illustration 2.1
Interactive Language

Computation

Play

Audio-Visual Systems

Visual Composition

Sonic Composition

Non-Verbal Communication

Learned Behavior

Experimentation

Hand Gestures

Shadow Theatre

Sign Language

Performative

Discovery

Cued Language

Ruleset

Modification

Narrative

Collaborative Expression
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There are many valuable domains involved in my thesis investigation, and it has proven to be
quite a challenge to work in the realms of sound, visuals and gestures - specifically regarding
their spectrum of opportunities that exist within the domains of computation, play and
communication in general.

Before I discuss the domain of communication, specifically non-verbal communication, and its
role, it is important to recognize that my project would not be in existence without the realm of
technology. Little Shadows involves an interaction centered around the audio-visual experience,
exploring how computation and composition play essential roles in the overall production.
Computation is an crucial area to consider for the connections being made between gestures,
sound and visuals.

Although the system appears intuitive and quite simplistic in it’s exploration and interaction, the
technology and computation involved is quite difficult and complex. Computer vision is what
drives the interaction - Blob tracking is necessary in order to recognize the movement, speed
and direction of individual hands. Specifically, when a user enters the area being captures, when
the user is updating gestures, and when the user leaves the area being detected by a camera.
These events are extremely important for the backend production of my project, which I will
explain in more detail within the Methodology Chapter. In order to identify one user from another,
such as assigning individual colors to users, the computer needs to distinguish one “blob” or
hand from another. The basic architecture of Little Shadows is implemented around blob
detection.

Open Source
Before I talk about the importance of the audio-visual connections, I want to mention open
source platforms and the influence this domain plays for my thesis research and implementation.
By definition, “open-source software is software whose source code is published and made
available to the public, enabling anyone to copy, modify and redistribute the source code without
paying royalties or fees. Open source code can evolve through community cooperations. These
communities are composed of individual programmers as well as very large companies.” [10] By
using open source platforms I have been able to reach a complexity within the computation
realm that would otherwise might not have been possible due to certain constraints.

When I first began classes at Parsons, I was considerably inspired by one of my professors,
Zachary Lieberman, who is not only a graduate of the Design + Technology program, but also
one of the co-founders of openFrameworks -- “An open source C++ toolkit designed to assist the
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creative process by providing a simple and intuitive framework for experimentation. The toolkit is
designed to work as a general purpose glue, and wraps together several commonly used
libraries.” [9] Since my first semester, I have been taking C++ classes in order to learn how to code
interactive, algorithmic animations. All of the visuals for my thesis have been created in an
openFrameworks App, based off of the main structure and library framework that has been
made available by the OF community.

Open source and the openFrameworks community in particular, has played an important role in
my education and project development through the duration of my graduate studies. This is
largely due to the fact that I have been immersed in a very small, creative, and dedicated
community in New York City, both at Parsons and at Eyebeam Art + Technology Center, where I
interned for a semester. A large proportion of these individuals are artists and designers who
have actively become involved in programming and learning about the incredible capacity it
holds for interaction design and visual exploration in general.

Another open source platform that I am using is called open TSPS, which is used for blob
tracking purposes. “The Toolkit for Sensing People in Spaces (TSPS) is an open-source tool for
creative interactive applications based on natural user interactions. It wraps computer vision
algorithms into a simple, easy-to-use interface. TSPS was developed in Openframeworks for use
in design, prototyping, and installed systems.” [11]

Although I have learned blob detection/tracking and understand its complexity, I decided to use
a blob tracking platform due to two main constraints that I have been currently facing: Time and
Accuracy. Blob detection is more advanced and involved than blob detection, mostly because it
keeps track of ID numbers, parent blobs, number of frames, and other extremely important
criteria that has to be applied in order for the computer to distinguish one hand from another
hand. The open TSPS platform enabled me to implement and dedicate my time on creating the
interactions that occur, all revolving around the movement and direction of the blobs in the given
camera range. Essentially acting as an openframeworks addon, the tracking system allowed me
to reach more advanced prototyping levels during the early user-testing stages. Also, it gave me
the opportunity to really focus on my strength as a practicing programmer - visual animations.

Audio-Visual System:
Beyond computer vision, algorithmic programming and sound synthesis are two areas that are
built to work in conjunction with the computer vision, i.e. blob tracking. In the most simplistic
explanation, everything is based around the blob and where it is moving, how it is being updated,
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and when it leaves. Pattern recognition is crucial because although it is an experimental
instrument, the basic computational architecture is structured around a logical and ordered
system, where the connections between the gestural input and audio-visual output can be
learned by participants over time. Because the computation is quite complex, I will fully explain
the implementation in the next chapter, as communication or the interactive language that’s
actually being produced is built upon several very strong domains of interest.

There are two essential domains that make the interactive language work. The first I just
mentioned, which is computation and the backend structure of how everything works and reacts
to users. Play is equally as important because it is what really drives the interaction from the
participant’s point of view. Because they are not seeing the numbers and data coming in and out
of the applications I am developing, the domain of play is essential to the guidance, organization
and attention span for each user. The audio-visual structure holds obvious importance, but
through the process of implementation and user-testing, it has become apparent that the
interactive language would not be able to function without computation and it’s ability to
maintain a sense of play. This will be discussed later in this chapter in relation to experimentation,
shadow theatre and other subsequent domains of interest.

The thought and production behind the audio-visual structure and domain has been quite
extensive, but it would not make sense without the inclusion hand gestures. The movement of
gestures is actually what binds the two together in a very logical, clear demeanor. The gestures
can be thought of as the “glue” that functions to submerge audio-visual output and the ways it
can change over time - All of which is relative to the movements and actions of a gesture. But
before these actions can occur and even begin to make sense, rules or general ways of
implementing sound and visuals have to be considered.

Sound:
Because of the rapid growth of technology and its influence on sound production, specifically
sound synthesis, it continues to offer more innovative and experimental opportunities for music.
“Musical Instrument Digital Interfaces, commonly referred to as MIDI protocol revolutionized
electronic music by enabling communication through multiple devices.” [8]. The process of
generating electronic music is obviously shifting away from physical devices and moving towards
the digital space of personal computers, touch screen and computer vision abilities.

I started asking myself how to combine newer technologies, like MIDI language and other forms
of sound synthesis, with traditional ways of creating music, specifically referring to bodily
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gestures and their role, or how gestures become a tool in a mode of expression. The experience
of generating any form of sound on the computer is somewhat dull in comparison to playing an
instrument. Although I am undergoing this somewhat daunting process and figuring out the
most efficient way to create sound that is pleasant, moving beyond the production of cycle
waves and modulating tones that will conflict and even distract users from the visual output.

Because I am not a skilled musician or sound designer, I appreciate the benefits of using MIDI,
specifically for synthesis techniques. At the beginning of this process, I was very adamant about
designing an instrument that had physical input or controllers, incorporating traditional gestures
that generate very modern ways of creating sound compositions. Although the input has
obviously changed to computer vision or blob tracking, my reasoning still remains pretty
consistent: There are hundreds of iPad apps that offer new ways to experiment with sound, but
none of them heavily rely on the actual interaction, but rather the outcome of what is being
produced. The actual interaction that I am referring to is the process, or rather, mode of
expression that takes place when making music using a physical and/or traditional instrument.

VST Audio Plugin
I want to bring back the playful and unique interactions that naturally occur when performing
with a physical device. When a hand gesture or input is triggered, MIDI notes are converted to
corresponding frequency values, depending on the movement and actions being made. Because
I mentioned open source and it’s strong importance in the production of Little Shadows, it is
worth mentioning VST - Virtual Studio Technology - plugins. “VST is an interface for integrating
software audio synthesizer and effect plugins with audio editors and hard-disk recording
systems. VST and similar technologies use digital signal processing to simulate traditional
recording studio hardware with software. Thousands of plugins exist, both commercial and
freeware, and VST is supported by a large number of audio applications.” [27] Luckily, VST
plugins work very nicely with Max/MSP, which is the application where the sound is being
created. It looks and operates exactly like a physical synthesizer, with all the controls and effects
that make electronic music so diverse and powerful.

Like the other open source platforms that I have already mentioned, this VST plugin enabled me
to create sound that I normally would have quite difficulty in generating because I am not a
musician engineer or sound designer. This MIDI capability is not only beneficial to me; It’s
beneficial to any deejay or person who wants to experiment with sound. Due to advances in
technology and electronic music making in general, VST is an extremely powerful tool that will
only keep advancing for new and easier ways of offering this level of sound production to
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individuals who may not know all that much about music. What I’m getting at, is that this is a
great tool not only for musicians, but also artists and other practitioners who are investigating
any cross-disciplinary work incorporating sound elements.

Max/MSP Environment
“Max gives you the parts to create unique sounds, stunning visuals, and engaging interactive
media. These parts are called ‘objects’ - visual boxes that contain tiny programs to do something
specific. Each object does something different. Some many noises, some make video effects,
others just do simple calculations or make decisions. In Max you add objects to a visual canvas
and connect them together with patchcords. You can use as many as you like. By combining
objects, you create interactive and unique software without ever writing any code.” [28]

Within this Max environment there are also MSP objects for audio signal processing. Max is
widely used by artists for the sound purposes, therefore making MSP processing extremely
relevant to the development of electronic music and the production required during the process
of experimentation. “Max was originally written by Miller Puckette as the Patcher editor for
Macintosh at IRCAM in the mid-1980s to give composers access to an authoring system for
interactive computer music.” [25] Currently, one of the greatest features in Max/MSP is the ease
with which one can combine MIDI and digital signal processing. The main issues involved in MIDI
control of an MSP synthesizer are: (a) converting a MIDI key number into the proper equivalent
frequency (b) converting a MIDI controller value into a modulator parameter. During my research
and exploration, I have discovered many useful objects that are incorporated into the Max/MSP
environment. More details involving Max will be explored in the next chapter which investigates
the methodology and process involved in the making of Little Shadows.

It is unmistakable that computation has highly influenced the ways in which different individuals
approach-enable-produce-maintain sound production. Curtis Roads points out in his book, The
Computer Music Tutorial: “The detachment of sound control from sound production has a
negative side - a reduction of the ‘feel’ associated with producing a certain kind of sound.” [14]
But there is something truly unique about combining elements of sound from different
instruments, by giving a familiar timbre a new expressiveness. The musical possibilities that can
sound like a flute one minute to a piano the next - or that play both at the same time - are
inviting from a compositional standpoint. Roads brings up an important subject that related to
my domain research - the give and take of electronic music. From one perspective, it offers great
flexibility. But from another view, it does take away from the experience, particularly not having
tangible control over the sound that’s being generated. Throughout my research and
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prototyping, one important goal or side thought has always been to reconnect users back to
traditional ways of producing sound through the use of gestures - The idea of the hand as a tool;
The hand as a mode of expression.

NIME : New Interfaces for Musical Expression
Because I have always had the intention of designing an experimental musical interface, it is
worth mentioning NIME. New Interfaces for Musical Expression is an international conference
where researchers and musicians from all over the world meet once a year and show their
knowledge and recent work involving new musical interface design. According to the
organization’s site, the conference started out as a workshop at the Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) in 2001. Since then, the international conferences have been
held around the world, hosted by groups dedicated to reach NIME [4]. The projects at NIME are
relative to my work in the sense that they explore how various materials and technologies enable
new and experimental compositions for music. Alternative methods of compositions offer many
possibilities for musical expression because technology is present and a variety of participants,
with ranging skill sets, share a mutual interest in groundbreaking technology and music.
Contributions to the conference present a wide array of work, including real-time gestural control
in musical performance, sensor technologies for musical applications, and musical mapping
algorithms. I am the most responsive and curious about multimedia performances, specifically
ones that incorporate perceptual and cognitive issues in the design of musical instruments.

Visuals : Algorithmic Animation
Composition is a powerful thread throughout my project. Without computation, Little Shadows
would not exist, but without considering composition and the essential roles it plays in both the
sound and visual elements, it would easily fall apart and lack connections. One artist who has
very much inspired the way I think about composition, especially in regards to systematic growth
and pattern formation over time, is the late John Whitney. In his book, Digital Harmony: On the
Complementarity of Music and Visual Art, he describes harmonic systems and the basic logic to
creating an ordered system. “An early intuition about how to control total dynamics led me to
activate all graphical elements through a motion function that advances each element
differentially. For example, if one element would move at a different rate in a different direction
within the field of action. [23]
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Illustration 2.2

In reference to the image above, Whitney describes, “...If one element were set to move at a given
rate, the next element might be moved two times that rate. Then the third would move at three
times the rate and so on. Each element would move at a different rate and in a different direction
within the field of action. So long as all elements obey a rule of direction and rate, none drifts
about aimlessly or randomly, then pattern configurations form and reform. [23] Whitney’s book
has been an important part of my research and development for audio-visual connections,
especially holding close relations to other ruleset or algorithmic formulas and pattern formations.

When I first started this project, I was investigating L-Systems, Fractals and different
mathematical ways to generate patterns. “An L-system consists of an alphabet of symbols that
can be used to make strings, a collection of production rules which expand each symbol into
some larger string of symbols, an initial “axiom” string from which to begin construction, and a
mechanism for translating the generated strings into geometric structures. [24].
Illustration 2.3
Alphabet:
V: A B

Production rules:
P1: A
AB
P2: B
A
Axiom:
:B

will produce for derivation step n:
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n = 0: B
n = 1: A
n = 2: AB
n = 3: ABA
n = 4: ABAAB
n = 5: ABAABABA.

Illustration 2.4

During my first semester of thesis, I began studying these types of pattern formations because, if
used correctly, they offer complexity through simple forms and shapes. I was mainly interested in
how the simplistic and repetitive growth can work intuitively with sound and form unique
relationships. I was very focused in finding ways to use controllers and simple gestures to grow
and produce complex patterns over time. What I was overlooking and in many ways seems
somewhat apparent was the idea of gestures as an alternative form of deriving patterns through language, specifically non-verbal communication.

Now reflecting back, it seems somewhat apparent and in many ways obvious. Instead of using
hands as a way to operate a controller or input device, I began thinking about the ways gestures
not only act as tools for expression, but new ways that gestures can derive new forms of
meaning. This was the piece I was missing and it has significantly heightened my investigation
and interest for this project. Communication is an extremely dense domain that has been
multiplied with complexity due to the growth of technology and most recently the birth of smart
phones and HCI capabilities. This switch of perception was due to a lot of factors, but I was
mainly trying to take a step back and see the obvious gaps within my project. I was thinking so
much about controllers and physical inputs and how gestures control and operate these devices,
that I completely overlooked the ways in which hands are tools. At the most basic level, without
technology in the picture at all, I began to see these gestures as a precursor or compliment to
verbal language.

L-Systems and fractals are interesting in themselves, but for the specific purpose of creating a
strong audio-visual system, it seemed way more intuitive and natural to treat gestures in a
different way - By looking at their core capabilities and the fact that they are tools for expression.

Brief Rant on The Future of Interaction Design
One piece of research that really inspired me and also reassured the way I was thinking, was an
article written by Bret Victor, called A Brief Rant on The Future of Interaction Design [22] The
article focuses on HCI development and how designers are not in tune with the basic mechanics
of tools, making the translation to technological capabilities rather awkward and distant from the
way we treat physical objects.

Hands feel things, and hands manipulate things.
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Illustration 2.5

Illustration 2.6

A tool addresses human needs by amplifying human capabilities.
A tool converts what we can do into what we want to do. A great tool is designed for both sides.
But if a tool isn’t designed to be used by a person, it can’t be a good tool, right? Take another
look at what our Future People are using to interact with their Future Technology:

Victor further explains:
“Look down at your hands. Are they attached to anything?
Yes - you’ve got arms! And shoulders, and a torso, and legs,
and feet! And they all move!
The next time you make breakfast, pay attention to the exquisitely
intricate choreography of opening cupboards and pouring the milk notice how your limbs move in space, how effortlessly you use your
weight and balance. The only reason your mind doesn’t explode
every morning from the sheer awesomeness of your balletic
achievement is that everyone else in the world can do this as well.
With an entire body at your command, do you seriously think the
Future Of Interaction should be a single finger?” [22]
Illustration 2.7
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There are several reasons why I think this article is brilliant, but it really comes down to the way
we use our hands as modes of expression. In my case, why produce or try to create some sort of
audio-visual language that competes with the most basic ways hand gestures are used within
the domain of communication, language, and more specifically: non-verbal communication.

Non-Verbal Communication : Gestures
I find the exertion of subconscious gestures that inherently accompany speech to be quite
interesting and rich in itself. Especially since each person has their own manner or mode of
expression that we tend to forget about because it’s natural in a way that can’t be compared to
verbal communication. The distinction coincides with my interest towards the gestural theory
that centers around the idea of how human language developed from gestures that were used
for simple communication.

Gestural Theory
“The gestural theory holds that one of the first effects of the transition to walking on two legs
was to free the upper limbs and make them available for gestural communication Subsequently,
vocal language developed, thus freeing the hands for other uses. The proponents of the gestural
theory of the origins of language believe that the transition to spoken language probably
proceeded gradually until about 50,000 years ago, when spoke language became far more
predominant, this permanently freeing the hands to accomplish the staggering technological and
artistic advances of that period.” [6]

Illustration 2.8

According to recent research, human spoken language may have evolved from a collection of
hand and arm gestures, not simply through the basic vocalizations made by primates. “This
‘gesture theory’ of language evolution has been given weight by new findings showing that the
meaning of a primate’s gesture depends on the context in which it is used, and on what other
signals are being given at the same time. Gesture is used more flexibly that vocalized
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communication in nonhuman primates, the researchers found. A proto-language using a
combination of gesture and vocalization is therefore more likely to have given rise to human
language, than simply an improvement in the often involuntary vocalizations that primates
make.” [6] These findings were released by Amy Pollick and Frans de Waal at the Yerkes National
Primate Research Center in Atlanta, Georgia. Further explained within the article, Pollick and de
Waal tested the idea by looking at how strongly gesture and vocal signals are tied to context in
our closest primate relatives - chimpanzees and bonobos.

But even disregarding the fact of whether gestures proceeded verbal language or not, it is hard
to ignore how powerful hand gestures truly are, especially in conjunction to language. As
mentioned before, I see gestures as a vast and rich area that I can explore within an audio-visual
environment since the fluidity of gestures offer room for trialability, experimentation, and most
importantly, expressiveness that can be shared amongst people from various cultures.

Sign Language
Sign language is one obvious domain that supports my thesis investigation, although the process
of learning is quite different. But despite this, sign language is extremely effective, but mostly
only used among those who need it in order communicate due to hearing lose. By definition, “A
sign language (also signed language) is a language which, instead of acoustically conveyed
sound patterns, (manual communication, body language) to convey meaning -- simultaneously
combining hand shapes, orientation and movement of the hands, arms or body, and facial
expressions to fluidly express a speaker’s thoughts.” [19]

Illustration 2.9
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Cued Speech
As I was doing more research about different way to communicate non-verbally, I quickly learned
about Cued Speech. This form of dialogue is a mode of communication based on phonemes and
properties of traditionally spoken languages. Cueing allows users who are deaf or hand of
hearing or who have language/communication disorders to access basic, fundamental properties
of spoke languages through the use of vision. [3]

These images, all taken from a video available on the National Cued Speech Association, explain
the simple, yet complex and empowering

When cueing American English, 8 different handshapes are used to represent all consonant
phonemes. Illustration 2.11

Consonants which look similar when spoken will look different when cued. Illustration 2.12
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All vowel phonemes are based on location or movements near the mouth. Illustration 2.13

Vowels that look similar when spoken are cued at different locations. Illustration 2.14

A handshape is cued at a placement to show a consonant/vowel pair. Once this visual mode of
communicating has been learned one is able to visually communicate words and sentences.
Illustration 2.15
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Cued language is quite interesting and stakes a very strong argument and provides concrete
evidence that hand gestures are extremely powerful tools in the context of language. The
phonemic-based system makes traditionally spoken languages accessible by using a small
number of handshapes (representing consonants) in different locations near the mouth
(representing vowels), as a supplement to lipreading. It is now used with people who comprise a
variety of language, speech, communication and learning needs. Many cultures, spanning over
several countries and languages, have been rapidly adopting cued speech as an alternative form
of sign language because it effectively incorporates lipreading in a very simple and easy to learn
process. The idea is very smart because the gestures not only act as a compliment to lipreading,
but very few are required in order to express the complexity of verbal language.

The interactive language that’s being created within the system of Little Shadows uses sound
and visual cues instead of incorporating any sort of alphabet in order to formulate verbal
dialogue. But regardless, the idea of tracking hand gesture movements based on location,
requiring minimal gestures and a fairly fast learning process, all nicely relates to many factors
involved within the non-verbal, cued speech language. This piece of research is extremely
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important to my project because it provides concrete reasoning and actual proof that non-verbal
hand gestures are effective in maintaining dialogue amongst one of more people.

Play
One important goal or rather purpose of Little Shadows is for individuals amongst different
cultures to understand the interactive language that’s being provided within the audio-visual
system. Much like cued speech, it requires simple, location-based gestures that can be easily
learned over a brief period of time. Besides the audio-visual cues that will enable users to
understand the different rules involved, play is an extremely beneficial driving force that will unite
users from various cultures, backgrounds and languages.

On the most basic level, play is a powerful domain that nicely coexists with shadow play or
puppetry. When I first started testing various gestures, mainly comparing and contrasting the
gestural element in conjunction with color, shape or sound, it was remarkable how quickly the act
of play emerged as one of the most obvious and enticing elements that strongly enhanced the
overall system.

Shadow Play + Shadowgraphy
Playfulness surrounding shadow creation and experimentation has been around for centuries,
originating during the Han Dynasty in China, and as a result, became quite popular during the
Ming Dynasty during the 12th century. [16] Shadow play was also popular across several different
countries and became quite prevalent in early civilizations and societies. The history supporting
this mode of early entertainment is quite rich and varies - in subject matter - across cultures.

By definition, “shadow puppetry is an ancient form of storytelling and entertainment which uses
flat articulated figures to create the impression of moving humans and other three-dimensional
objects.” [18] As you can imagine, this was a powerful way of expressing stories, ideas and other
forms of communication through the use of hands and available objects or props.

A more recent movement that started in the late 19th century, shadowgraphy, proposes a
stronger connection to the interaction involved within Little Shadows. Often referred to as
ombromanie or “cinema in silhouette,” shadowgraphy is the art of performing a story or show
using images made by hand shadows. [17].
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Illustration 2.16

As you can see from the above image, hands are usually exercised and different finger positions
are practiced to help aid in the formation of shadow imagery. Besides the fact that shadows
enhance imaginative expression and play, shadowgraphy is extremely relevant to my current
work because it not only establishes a collaborative space for expression, but it also holds many
game-like qualities that naturally form due to its collective and playful setting.

When examined, we can agree that shadows are mysterious and intriguing in themselves. Due to
their inherent nature, it’s apparent that shadows entice playfulness and become particularly
important when applied to communication. And in order for a narrative to develop, collaboration
is especially important. These are among the most basic reasons to why shadow theatre and
shadowgraphy nicely relate to my thesis investigation and the remarkable ability of play. Because
this type of expression is based on gestures and other forms of non-verbal collaboration, the
dialogue can be shared and developed amongst people from different cultures.

2.2 : PRECEDENTS *identify exemplary works in any form related to your interest or vision*

- Audio-Visual Systems

Reactable, 2006 - present
There are a number of recent performative and installation pieces that incorporate sound, visuals
and gestures. Reactable is a circular multi-touch interface that allows the instrument to be played
by several people simultaneously, inviting the user to share the experience and naturally engage
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in collaborative compositions. Since 2003, a group of designers from the Pompeu Fabra
University in Barcelona - Sergi Jorda, Martin Kaltenbrunner, Gunter Geiger and Marcos Alnosa have been developing this project. “The Reactable was conceived as an instrument to bring back
the expressive possibilities of traditional instruments to musicians who are working with new
technologies. It uses concepts of modular synthesis, sampling, advanced digital effects
processing and Djing and combines them with modern human computer interactions, multitouch
technology and tangible interface.” [13] Like Reactable, my project proposes a system where
music is created through a performative experience. This particular project is relevant to my work
because it heavily relies on visual feedback - without this, the system would be much more
difficult to understand and ineffective. The graphical feedback in both the Reactable project as
well as Little Shadows project, provides a vital connection to the sound and how it is being
affected. Although this element is used quite differently for the two, connections or cues help
guide users through the immersive play that’s fluid throughout both interactions. Collaboration is
also another strong connection - Although different, both offer modes compositional expression
in a collaborative, tabletop space.

Link to video: http://vimeo.com/4748386
Illustration 2.17

This image was taken earlier during the fall semester, when Martin Kaltenbrunner was a guest
speaker at Parsons and explained the design process and future additions for the project. I was
mostly impressed with how easy it was for multiple people to participate and use simultaneously.
Very quickly, students were working together to produce interesting compositions. Although the
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interface looks simple and clear, it can be very complicated and leaves mostly room for very
experienced musicians. This is one important element that my project does not exemplify Collaboration is vital, but it takes on a simplistic approach that can be explored through
immersive play, ultimately guiding some soft of non-verbal dialogue. Reactable’s purpose is to
educate users about sound techniques; Little Shadow’s purpose is to create an experience where
collaboration is driven by play, communication and artistic expression.

RhythmSynthesis, 2011
RhythmSynthesis, a project by Ryan Raffa, relates to my current design goals for my thesis
because it illustrates that sound is a reliable and effective way to provide users feedback for
making visual composition decisions, judgements, and actions. [12] From amateur to professional
musicians, the instrument also allows for personal interactions and expressive choice. As an
instrument, the final piece allows for experimentation, rewards for mastery, and is a vehicle for
expression.

Here is a link to Raffa’s video documentation: http://vimeo.com/25090948

Although Little Shadows offers quite a different interaction, there are similarities with Raffa’s
recent project. They both offer a way to be creative and expressive, but more importantly they
are both systems that are revealed in time. Through decision-making and intentionality,
participants eventually learn the system and how it can be manipulated.

Illustration 2.18
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Illustration 2.19

- Manual Input Sessions,
One of my favorite projects, The Manual Input Sessions, by Golan Levin and Zachary Lieberman,
is a series of audiovisual vignettes which probe the expressive possibilities of hand gestures and
finger movements. “This concert is performed on a combination of custom interactive software,
analog and digital projectors are aligned such that their projections overlap, resulting in an
unusual quality of hybridized, dynamic light. During the performance, a vision system analyses
the silhouettes of the performers’ hands as they move across the glass tops of the overhead
projectors. In response, our software synthesizes graphics and sounds that are tightly coupled to
the forms and movements of the performers’ actions. The graphics are co-projected over the
analog shadows, resulting in an unusual form of augmented-reality shadow play.” [7]

Illustration 2.20

Manual Input Sessions can easily be considered the most relevant precedence example for my
thesis investigation. Like this project, Little Shadows involves playful gestures in an experiential
space. The implementation, user-scenario, composition and performance aspects all play
different roles, yet both projects are strongly enhanced by the playful nature and interaction
involved when incorporating shadows into an audio-visual system.

Untitled 5, 2004
“Untitled 5 is the fifth interactive installation in theExternal Measures Series, which Camille
Utterback has been developing since 2001. The goal of these works is to create an aesthetic
system which responds fluidly and intriguingly to physical movement in the exhibit space. The
installations respond to their environment via input from an overhead video camera. Custom
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video tracking and drawing software outputs a changing wall projection in response to the
activities in the space. The existence, positions, and behaviors of various parts of the projected
image depend entirely on people’s presence and movement in the exhibit area.” [#]

This project by Utterback is a very relevant piece because it also explores collaborative
expression and gesture control - in this case body movement. As pointed out by the artist,
composition balances responses whose logic is immediately clear, with responses that feel
connected to the viewer’s movement, but whose logic remains complex and mysterious. [21].

The responses that take place during the interaction of my piece does draw connection between
the user’s movement and what’s being visually projected on the surface, but by no means is it
complex. It may be mysterious at first, largely due to it’s playful and unique qualities that are
revealed through time.

Illustration 2.21

Illustration 2.22

Finger Battle

This game is a fun, two-player iPhone Application. The rules are very simple: (1) Each player
chooses one side, and (2) Tap as fast as you can, the fastest tapper wins [5]
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Illustration 2.23

I want to briefly mention this game because of it’s simple and effective design. Although there
are some obvious differences between the system mechanics within this game versus those
comprising Little Shadows, the simplicity and duality representing both is convincing and
somewhat addicting. When I first started this process, I was researching games and other
interfaces that provide simple and clever interactions which ultimately lead to repetitive,
addictive behavior.

Finger Battle nicely demonstrates the power and appeal of very intuitive, simple interactions. The
rules are obviously simple, yet it can be played over and over again. Tetris is another game that
exemplifies this type of interaction. Throughout the process, I always considered these two
games and the ways in which I could create a very simplistic, yet powerful approach that could
offer a very dynamic and addictive interaction for my thesis project.

Fingle

According to the project site, Fingle is is a cooperative two-player game about the thrills of
touching each other on a multi-touch device. Two players drag up to five buttons of one color
onto their matching targets; their movement makes it impossible to avoid contact, creating
intimate movements with intertwined hands. [5]

Illustration 2.24
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Illustration 2.25

This is a great example because, unlike Finger Battle, Fingle resides around the collective efforts
between two users. Finger Battle presents a very straightforward and simple competition
between two users, while Fingle requires the collaborative efforts of users to reach an end goal
through the use of awkward hand gestures. Like in Little Shadows, hand gestures play a vital role
in the system of Fingle because they are what makes the interaction more complex and dynamic.
Although the rules and overall structure is pretty simple, users create and form different
collective hand gestures each time it is played. This sort of structure enables quite a variety of
outcomes due to the flexible nature of hand gestures in general.

Here is a link to the Fingle Gameplay Trailer: https://vimeo.com/30639604
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
New Direction
This chapter is extremely important because it gives a clear and detailed description regarding
the process that took place behind the production and implementation of Little Shadows. The
Methodology chapter also gives a nice overview of how user-testing comes into play, specifically
the ways it influenced certain decisions that were made throughout the process.

Most of the documentation covers the work I have done this semester (Spring 2012) because my
thesis idea changed quite a bit over the Winter Break. Although the past few months most
accurately represents the methodology, it is important to understand where this began and the
reasons to why the project did change its course quite drastically.

Fall 2011 Prototype + Testing :
I briefly mentioned in the previous chapter that my thesis research and prototyping started with
the investigation of physical devices and inputs, giving simple and repetitive gestures the
opportunity to explore a complex audio-visual system. The patterns that I was creating were
geometric and somewhat interesting but they didn’t necessarily leave room for users to set forth
any form of self expression - What they were really experiencing was my artistic expression and
the different ways they could shift through the elements that I presented through a rather rigid
framework. Below are a few photos taken while documenting a user-testing session.

Illustration 3.1
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Illustration 3.2

Although I did receive good feedback, the interaction seemed somewhat limiting by constricting
users to explore my own artistic choices. This was something I had to re-examine over the break,
thinking of different ways that I could explore gestures and their role for the interaction. I did
know that I wanted to stick to geometric shapes and patterns, like the ones below:

These represent the particles at a LOW frequency:
Illustration 3.3 + Illustration 3.4

These represent the particles at a HIGH frequency:
Illustration 3.5 + Illustration 3.6

The four images below show the behavior of each particle group when the amplitude is either
high or low. The first two represent the particles at a LOW amplitude level.
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Illustration 3.7 + Illustration 3.8

The next two images show all of the particle groups at a HIGH amplitude level:
Illustration 3.9 + Illustration 3.10

As you can tell, there are only a minimal amount of options for the user to explore. I was
generating sound through the use of additive synthesis, only allowing both the frequency and
amplitude to shift as the user turned each dial or rotary encoder. Because this was limiting and
also did not give users the ability to explore their own, personal modes of expression, I knew that
there needed to be a drastic shift to my project.

Change of Concept:
As I was taking into account the feedback I received after the Fall 2011 semester, I started
thinking about gestures through a different perspective. I started investigating the ways in which
hands could operate as controllers, or rather the mode of expression for each user. So, I basically
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decided to eliminate physical components all together and focus on hand gestures and the ways
they could operate within the system, ultimately becoming the tool that would drive and form
the expressive interaction. Now reflecting back, this transformation that took place was quite
obvious and something that I would have expected to occur to me at an earlier stage of this
entire process. But regardless, it was a good decision because it opened up a lot of possibilities
for my project, especially the fact that users would be able to take part in a less restricting mode
of expression.

Paper Prototyping : Isolating Gestures with Important Elements

During my first stages of prototyping, I began programming basic hand tracking as well as
performing paper prototype experiments. I want to briefly explain the results of the paper
prototype because it highly influenced my decision-making in terms of the interaction and what
roles color, shape and sound would play in relation to hand gestures, specifically hand gesture
shadows.

For the paper prototype, I set up an area with a variety of colored paper taped to the wall and
then exposed light closely behind it and in front of the camera. I had a total of 10 participants,
who each approached the setting at a separate time. For each person, I first read off 6 basic
hand gestures: hands together/apart, fingers together/apart, horizontal position, vertical position,
clinched fist and a gesture that forms a circle, having all fingers connected. I then asked if there
were certain colors that had any significant meaning or relation to any of the gestures that I
initially told each of them. Even if they did not have any strong connection of one gesture to
color, I asked them to pick and match what seemed most accurate to them. Every participant
stated that they didn’t particularly find one gesture to have a strong connection to a certain
color. Although I did find a few patterns, color seemed arbitrary in this context. Especially in the
context of shadows since we tend to think of them on a grey-scale rather than in color. This
arbitrary relationship between colors and shadow gestures also didn’t seem relevant to my
essential design question, specifically regarding color and learned behaviors of the shadow
gestures involved in the interaction. The movement and intensity of the shadow played a more
important role during this experiment. Please watch this documentation video of one user,
Behnaz Babazadeh:

https://vimeo.com/37399779
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Despite the simplicity of this prototype, I received a lot of valuable feedback, mainly regarding
the strong interest in opacity of the shadow and its movement, shape, and speed over time. Most
importantly, it made me realize that I had more freedom with how I would use color in terms of
the interaction and how it can be used in a different perspective. This led me to the decision of
assigning a specific color to each hand that entering the interactive space, mostly because it
would give users their own individual identity as they explore the audio-visual instrument. Also, it
gives them an automatic understanding of what they are controlling and how their individual
shadows can be used both personally and also during collaborative exchanges with other users.

User-Scenario

Here is a documented video showing the User-Scenario: https://vimeo.com/41815764

Gesture Mappings

Throughout this process I have been testing and implementing 6 basic movements that are
mapped to visuals and sounds. Different notes and melodies are triggered as each of these
different movements are performed by users

There were particular gestures that were consistent throughout user-testing as I was observing
each participant I will go into this in more detail later in this chapter, but generally, these gestures
involved ‘gathering’ and ‘spreading’ of gesture shadow shapes when users were collaborating
together. By “parent’ gesture shadow, I mean the blob that is always following the hand. As the
user moves his/her hand in a certain direction or speed, this “parent’ shadow spawned off shapes
which I implemented by triangulating the given blob. Once these geometric shapes are spawned
from the ‘parent’ shadow shape, they continue to follow the hand. The spawned triangles still
remain close to the hand., but they visually appear detached from the ‘parent’ gesture shadow.
Because of this visual misconception, all users attempt to migrate them to one side or spread
them apart, or by giving them away.

Triangulation of Shadow Gesture
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In order for the shadow to break into shapes, the user must move their hand to the right, trigger
the shadow or blob to triangulate, creating multiple shapes dependent on the size. Below is an
image showing this action or gestural movement:

1. Right movement : Shadow Triangulation : Illustration 3.11

2. Left Movement : Removing Shadow Shapes : Illustration 3.12
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3. Forward Movement / Away from Body : Increasing Size of Shadow Shapes : Illustration 3.13

4. Inward Movement / Toward the Body : Shrinking Size of Shadow Shapes : Illustration 3.14
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5. Diagonal Movement / Across : Giving Away Shadow Shapes to other Users : Illustration 3.15

6.. Gathering Shadow Shapes via Close Proximity : Illustration 3.16

The gestures that I have been mapping are fairly simple and straightforward, but it does take
time to understand what gestures trigger what audio and visual cues. The participant needs to
be somewhat patient and attentive to how the movement of their hands have the ability to
control very specific and/or interesting interactions with other users.
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Implementation

Interface / Interface Diagrams

The interface is a table-top surface, approximately 36” x 27”. I decided to make it large enough for
multiple users, but not too large that it might disengage users from one another.

IR CAMERA

Illustration 3.17

< tracks movement of gestures / casted shadows >

plexiglass

translum diffusion

flood lamp to illuminate surface

Projector
< visual output via openframeworks >

IR CAM

Illustration 3.18

plexiglass / translum diffusion

speakers
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projector

The installation of my project was a little difficult because I was dealing with very specific lighting
requirements. As you can see from the diagrams above, I placed the projector on the ground,
below the surface, in order for the shadows to appear under each participant’s hand(s). My
intentions was to avoid any interference between the hands and the visual output, so I had to
figure out a way to illuminate the surface of the table, as well as testing an IR (Infrared) camera
that would not pick up any light shining from the projector. Despite this tricky process, I learned
a lot about lighting in general and hope to incorporate it in future iterations and other projects as
well.

Installation Build

Before I go into detail about specific developments regarding the interaction and user-testing
sessions feedback, it is important to understand the general set up of Little Shadows, how it was
created and made into a functional interface. Illustration 3.20
2”(frame)

width total : 40”

SIDE VIEW
2”(frame)

36”

21”

total height: 38”

AERIAL VIEW

depth: 31”

30.2”
PROJECTOR

27”
9.2”
3.8”

2”(frame)

2”(frame)

MEASUREMENTS
WITHOUT FRAMES
27”d (with frame = 31”)
W
36” frame
h
(wit

”)

= 40

34”h
(with frame = 38”)

support for projector -

Dimensions
Unit Weight

SUPPORT FOR
PROJECTOR

Can this be adjustable?
It would be great if I could
adjust the position of where
to screw in the projector
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11.1" x 4.3" x 9.2" (W x H x D)
5.3 lbs.

27”d (with frame = 31”)
34”h
(with frame = 38”)

”)
= 40
W
36” frame
h
(wit

The diagram above represents the frame that I got custom build by the Industrial Erector Set
company, 80/20. The design that I have illustrated is based off of the specifications of the short
throw projector I have been using for the installation. After I was in touch with an engineer at
80/20, he compiled this sketch below, of the basic framing of the Little Shadow interface. This
frame was literally the backbone or basic structure that fit together all the other parts needed for
the project to work appropriately.

Illustration 3.20

Below are a few documentation photos taken while installing my project in Kellen Gallery:

Illustration 3.21
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Illustration 3.22 + 3.23

Equipment:

In addition to the metal frame, I had to get proper lighting equipment, a short throw projector
and an IR camera that could accurately track hands moving in and out of the interactive space.
Below is an image of the projector I purchased. It’s a short-throw DLP projector that requires a
mere 29” to project a clear image about the size of a 60-inch whiteboard.

Illustration 3.24

On the ground, surrounding the projector, I placed five IR lamps, also known as flood lamps to
illuminate the surface of the table. The lamps inhibited the camera from picking up an of the light
shining from the projector. This part required testing and was very much so a trial and error
process because the projector was in a very close proximity to the camera. The image below
shows the lamps surrounding the projector inside of the custom built frame by 80/20.
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Illustration 3.25

Other Materials:

In addition, I had to surround each lamp with high temperature diffusion gel to balance the
illumination as well as preventing the lamps from over heating.

For the surface, I used 2 sheets of clear plexiglass that covered a thick sheet of translum diffusion
paper, which enables a clear image from the projector, but also helps in blocking the light coming
from the projector. This was a vital element because my animations are very geometric and
needed to be as precise as seen from my computer. The translum diffusion paper enables a very
clear depiction of the colored, digital shadows.

Kellen Gallery Documentation:

Here are a few images of the interface after the building process was completed:

Illustration 3.26-3.27
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Now that I have explained the physical interface and the descriptions to how it was structured, I
will now go through the computational implementation and the process involved.

Computation

For this section of my methodology, I will explain the computation that took place in order for
my project to properly work, as well as the process that I went through and the challenges I had
to overcome during the implementation stage.

Blob Detection : Basic Hand Tracking + User-Testing:

The first couple of weeks that I began prototyping in openFrameworks, I encountered some
technical issues regarding specific equipment and the decision of whether to use an IR camera
or the Kinect. After trial and error, and due to the fact that I was creating, “digital” shadows, in
order for each person (or hand) to be assigned a different color, I started using the IR camera
with a flood lamp.

The video below demonstrates very mappings, where the sound from Max/MSP is mapped to
the X + Y position of each hand. The main idea here was to map the center of the hand to sound
and start testing as soon as possible.

2.20.12 : https://vimeo.com/37136305

2.20.12 : User-Testing / Participant, Katherine Maguire: https://vimeo.com/37405876

From there, I began to map the growth of each shape - assigned to each hand - in terns of
position, specifically moving up and down the Y-axis, outward or inward gestural movements.
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2.20.12 : https://vimeo.com/37406584

As you can tell with most of these prototypes, the code is not accurately tracking each hand. The
program forgets when a hand leaves the surface and then re-appears, which interrupts the color
that’s being assigned. This is vital not only for the interaction, but also for the future user-testing
that I needed to perform. If the tracking is glitchy, users are more reluctant to getting confused
and not understanding the interaction in a clear demeanor. In order to do this, the tracking
needed to be more precise and recognize important factors, such as distance and distinguishing
one hand from another hand. At this point, I realized that I needed to use a precise blob tracking
system in order to test the interactions that I had in mind. Next I will go into details about the
necessary changes that had to be made and the technical diagrams that help explain each step
taken during the computational process.

Technical Challenges

openTSPS

Due to the complexity of blob tracking and the time restriction that I was under, I decided to use
a platform recently developed, called openTSPS. Below is an image of the interface:

Illustration 3.28
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openTSPS is “The Toolkit for Sensing People in Spaces (TSPS) is an open-source tool for creating
interactive applications based on natural user interaction. It wraps computer vision algorithms
into simple, easy-to-use interface... TSPS started as a collaboration between the LAB at the
Rockwell Group and the LABS at IDEO. It began as an initiative between Dave Vondle (IDEO)
and Joshua Walton (LAB at Rockwell Group) with many of the key components generated
through the hard work of James Tichenor, Brett Renfer, and James George who turn also used
components from the openframeworks community, who in turn built upon many open source
projects. [11]”

This tracking program was extremely helpful because I was able to create prototypes rather fast,
which gave me the opportunity to start testing at earlier stages during the process of making
Little Shadows. Since the platform nicely works with openFrameworks, I was able to send
extremely accurate data via OSC (open sound control) messages from the openTSPS blob
tracking program to the application where I was animating around specific gestures.

This is a list of data that I was receiving through the openTSPS tracking platform:
- Persistent ID Number
- Age (Number of Frames)
- Bounding Rects (X, Y, Width, Height)
- Velocity (X, Y)
- Average Optical Flow Velocity (X, Y)
- Contours (Shape of the Blob)

Here is an image of the interface while generating a nice outline of a hand: Illustration 3.29
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Technical Diagram:

OpenTSPS was a great discovery during the implementation process, but there are several other
elements that were involved in the computational part of my thesis. Below is a technical diagram
that explains each step taking place for the backend production of Little Shadows.

Illustration 3.30

TSPS sends OSC messages to openFrameworks

2. Open Sound Control (receiver)

1. Shadow is casted
(TSPS tracks individual blobs)

- Incoming data is mapped to visual animations in oF
- OpenFrameworks then sends messages to MAX / MSP
when sound events should be triggered.
IR CAM

3. Open Sound Control (sender)

projector

Max/MSP generates sound + listens to
incoming messages from oF via OSC

4. MAX / MSP

The diagram explains each step that takes place, starting with an exposed hand entering the
interactive space. When the blob “enters” the camera view area, the data is tracked via openTSPS
and sent to the openFrameworks application. When the data is received by the openFrameworks
sketch via OSC (Open Sound Control) messages, the program performs animations and gestural
mappings that I explained previously in this chapter. Once certain gestures are triggered,
openFrameworks sends outgoing messages to Max/MSP, which is generating the sound.
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Visual Development

Box2d Addon for openFrameworks:

Beyond the creation of digital, colored shadows, I chose to experiment with the Box2d addon
library for openFrameworks. It’s a physics library that produces nice movements of polygons and
many other natural movements that you can find in the very well-known iPhone / iPad
application, Angry Birds. Although the movement involved in my animations are not as complex
as those found in Angry Birds, the movement of the triangles create a very please aesthetic,
especially when the shadow breaks into several little shapes.

Triangulation:

When I started working with the triangulation element of my piece, I quickly discovered the
challenges that it involved due to the way the addon was originally written. Since I was
implementing several aesthetic qualities to the shapes, such as filling in color, fading and creating
gradients, I had to spend a lot of time figuring out ways to make this happen without crashing
the application. Besides working with color and outlines, the trickiest part was figuring out a way
to break up the shadows into nice-looking triangles, or equilateral triangles. The two images
below shows the original triangulation and the awkward shapes that were being produced.

Illustration 3.31
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Although this may not seem to be a very big issue in terms of the interaction and how users
interpreted the project, it was a personal aesthetic choice that I wanted to find time to fix. It is a
very small detail, but I do believe it helped the overall look and feel of the interaction. Below are
two images of fixed mode of triangulation, where more equilateral-type triangles were produced
without crashing the application that I produced in openFrameworks.

Illustration 3.23

Because the visual composition is one area that I naturally have more control over, this
transformation was very important for my personal aesthetic goals for overall interaction. Since I
have a fine arts background, the visual implementation was inherently easier for me in
comparison to generating sound. In the next section of my methodology, I will explain how I
created the sound and the discoveries I made through the process of implementing Little
Shadows.

Here is a video showing the triangulation before it was fixed: https://vimeo.com/40782585

A video showing the blob breaking into nicer-looking triangles: https://vimeo.com/40917187
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Sound Development

Max/MSP

For the sonic element of my piece, I used Max/MSP to generate and create different tones as
each gesture is recognized. This past semester I took the course, Dynamic Sound + Performance,
which focuses on the Max/MSP environment and specific ways to generate sound through
several different synthesis methods. Because I am not a musical engineer and it takes years of
practice to generate beautiful sounding sine waves and other synthesis methods in the Max/MSP
program, I decided to use a virtual synthesizer.

VST Audio Plugin

The virtual synthesizer functions exactly like a physical synthesizer and was made by a sound
engineer who made it available through open source. Not only did it help me produce much
nicer sounds, it also allowed for more experimentation while performing and receiving feedback
from others during user-testing sessions. Below is an image of the VST Audio Plugin:

Illustration 3.33
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This virtual synthesizer interfaces nicely with the Max/MSP environment. Below is that patch that
I was working with, trigger certain notes and tones when users perform different gestures during
the interaction.

Illustration 3.24

Now that I have explained the computer-end production involved in Little Shadows, I can now go
into full detail regarding the different stages of prototype development, as well as feedback
received during user-testing sessions.

Prototypes + User-Testing:

Throughout the implementation and development process, I have been posting all of my
documentation on both my thesis website and tumblr page listed below:

Little Shadows / Thesis Site : http://kateewatkins.com/Thesis-Project
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Little Shadows / Documentation Site : http://kateewatkins.tumblr.com/

All of my videos are available to view on my Vimeo page : https://vimeo.com/katewatkins

Early Prototypes:

The early prototypes that I would like to mention came into existence after I discovered the
reliable and accurate openTSPS blob tracking program. Like I mentioned previously, this platform
enabled me to create rapid prototypes and reach aesthetic goals and interactions that most
likely would not be possible within the time constraints that I was under. Below is an image of the
very first prototype using the openTSPS platform. This is a screenshot of the application that I
wrote in openFrameworks, along with Max/MSP (right side) and the open source tracking
program, openTSPS (left side).

Illustration 3.35

Please watch these 2 videos, showing the early prototypes in action:

3.05.12 : https://vimeo.com/38255933 + https://vimeo.com/38950771
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Testing Early Prototypes:

I wanted to include video documentation, along with images, in order to demonstrate a clear,
detailed portrayal of the progress that took place during different prototype stages, as well as
the user-interaction and feedback that I have also documented.

3.25.12 : https://vimeo.com/39205936, https://vimeo.com/39197986 + https://vimeo.com/39196478

Illustrations 3.36-3.38
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4.4.12 : https://vimeo.com/39912528

Illustrations 3.39-3.44

Feedback:
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One important idea that was brought to my attention during early testing was whether or not the
digital shadows should be visually skewed or scaled differently that its true size. This happened
when I had accidentally placed the camera close to the table-surface than I had originally
intended. One of the participants brought up an important point: The shadow gesture should be
scaled slightly larger in order to clearly see the transformations taking place as the gestures
change. The decision of how much I would scale up the gesture shadows was determined over
time, as I performed other user-testing sessions. But from the earlier stages, I did agree that the
camera should be placed at a certain distance from the surface, capturing a slightly larger
shadow than the actual hand that’s being tracked.

Gestural Patterns:

There were particular gestures that were consistently occurring as I was observing each
participant. These gestures have to do with gathering and spreading of gesture shadow gesture
shapes, when certain movements triggered shaped to spawn off of the ‘parent’ gesture shadow.
By the ‘parent’ gesture shape, I mean the blob that is constantly following the hand(s) of each
user. As a participant moves his/her hand in a certain direction or speed, this ‘parent’ shadow
spawns off shapes which I have been implementing by triangulating the given blob. Like I have
mentioned previously, once these geometric shapes are spawned from the ‘parent’ shadow
shapes, they continue to follow the hand. At this stage of prototyping and testing, the spawned
shapes still remained close to the hand, but they also visually appear detached from the ‘parent’
gesture shadow. Because of this visual misconception, all users attempted to migrate them to
one side or spread them apart. Since this was a consistent behavior, I had to consider treating
these shapes as separate entities, that take on a life of their own after they are spawned off. By
incorporating gathering and flocking gestures, the interactive language was strengthened and
made the system more intuitive and natural for each participant.

Immersive Play

During the early prototyping stage, it was definitely reassuring to observe different types of
users, who all appeared to enjoy what I had made thus far. The inherent play involved in shadow
theatre is a vital element that has proven to really drive my project and the interaction involved.
Also, the decision to assign each hand an individual color has also proven to be successful,
adding to the playful aspect of the interaction. Each user has a specific way of expressing
themselves, which I have found extremely unique and exciting. The playful, child-like quality that
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the shadows create for users has been an important element that I have continued to build upon
as my prototypes were developed.

Recent Testing in Kellen Gallery

First demo captured after the installation was completed : https://vimeo.com/41329755

Illustration 3.45

I find this video particularly interesting because of the non-verbal dialogue that takes place.
These two users adapted extremely fast to the collaborative nature of the interaction, learning
and modifying behavior as they watched and observed one another, as well as what they could
trigger and control within the audio-visual system.

VIP Opening : 5.3.12 : Illustrations 3.46-3.47
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As you can see from the images above, there were different behaviors emerging as I started to
show my project in its most recent developed and working stage. Participants were collaborating
together, but also spending time alone and focusing on the modes of expression that could be
explored. I think this diverse takeaway from participants is quite remarkable and leaves room for
further development and the ways in which it can be grow in general. More types of behavior
were discovered during the public opening, which can be viewed in the next section.

Public Opening : 5.8.12 // Illustrations 3.48-3.51

Additional User-Interaction:

Screen Capture Video of Users Interacting : https://vimeo.com/42087838

Video of User Generating Slower Gestural Movements : https://vimeo.com/42047510
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Now that I have shown documentation from a variety of users and specific modes of expression,
now I will talk about the specific behavioral observations and discoveries I have witnessed since
the exhibition started.

Behavioral Observation + Discovery:

The different modes of behavior can be categorized in one of these three themes: (1) Play, (2)
Collaboration, and/or (3) Artistic Expression

Play:

As I have discussed previously, the element of play has been extremely successful in driving the
audio-visual interaction. But as my observation of others continues, I am still surprised each day
by the amount of play that is expressed when participating with the installation.

Illustrations 3.52 - 3.57
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Collaboration:

Here a couple of documentation videos showing collaborative + learned expression:

(1) https://vimeo.com/42089303 + (2) https://vimeo.com/42090182

Illustrations 3.58 - 3.64
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Artistic + Personal Expression:

Illustrations 3.65 - 3.70

Many of these behaviors seen above belong in more than one category, as most of them
represent a nice hybrid of play, collaboration and artistic expression. Despite my main goal of
creating a rather guided, non-verbal dialogue, I am now discovering the beautiful nature of Little
Shadows. There is nothing more exciting than to watch people use the interface in ways that I
never imagined.
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CHAPTER 4 : EVALUATION

I learned a lot through this entire process, way more than I had ever imagined. Most importantly, I
learned how valuable it is to never lose touch with personal interests and skills. In my opinion, the
best or well-received projects are those that related to the designer and incorporate prior skill
sets with emerging technologies that we learn about in the Design and Technology Program.

Further Development
For the most part, my feedback has been pretty great. I do realize that there are definitely further
developments and technical skills that could be applied to future iterations of Little Shadows.

Visual Feedback

One idea that was brought to my attention a couple of times had to do with the color of each
shadow. A few people pointed out that after the shadow is triangulated, it might be nice to only
keep a thin outline of the hand, while the actual shadow shapes remain the same color. This way
the user can more accurately understand the interaction and not get distracted by the shape of
the hand. I have tested this option a few times, but the feedback has been indifferent and most
people tend to enjoy the color. I think conceptually, having the color of the hand disappear after
the shadow breaks into shapes, does make sense. But for the sake of this prototype, I do think
the colors worked well, especially in terms of the playful aspect involved throughout the
interaction. Here is an image demonstrating what I described above:

Illustration 4.1
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Sonic Feedback
The sonic element of my project definitely needs development. Because I am not a musician and
am just not learning methods of creating musical compositions through the use digital
technology, this was a very difficult element to implement for my thesis project. Throughout the
installation process, I tested a few different methods, but most users gravitated toward the more
simple compositions, where sound was only triggered as a certain gesture was made. As soon as
I incorporated continuous sound, users did fully recognize what they were triggering and how to
do it again. I think if I did end up creating a continuous type of sound, it would need to be more
controlled, so the cues could be easily understand and synced with the visual output.
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